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Unit 1 coming of age answers

In this test, I'm going to cover the removal of the air restrictor and replace the spring with a stronger one. For this mod I will be using my size reduced night finder. Please be aware that mods can break a gun and make it useless, so keep changing the gun if you're ready for your gun to stop working. I've modded almost all of my guns (10+ guns) and none is
broken, so it's ok if you know what you're doing. To take the gun apart, you get a screwdriver, the largest that will fit the screws is better, then remove all the screws and once you put them on the floor in the form of a gun, so you know which screw is going somewhere. Then carefully remove the gun gun so that you do not lose the screw under the under. To
remove this tube, we need to remove two small screws that hold it in place, then we can pull it out. Then call the cooking mechanism out and on destroyed and the sale get the spring off. Remove the air limiter grab the barrel and long screwdriver and smash through it to remove anything in the idea is that there should be nothing in a way that would impede
air flow. To replace spring all we need to do is take off the old spring put the new springs, then put the second bit back on and screw back together. Take the tape and put it under the o-ring, then put the O-ring back on top. Put all the parts in place and the gun again. It's all over! Remember that nerf guns can be dangerous, especially if they are modded. Do
not target your face or eyes, make sure you wear goggles to reduce the risk of injury. Have fun!!! On a trip to Wal-Mart, I found this thing on the shelf, with the price of $6 waiting to take her home. Because of the price and expectations I had for the gun, I bought more. I'm glad I did. The gun had a little laser light on the gun. I'm curious because most of Nerf's
attempts to make a decent laser gun have only proved to be happy. He had a Tech Target in the back and includes a small cardboard target with a gun. I hope they'll free up more swimmers in this line. The box claimed he could shoot 15 yards. They were right. Actually, it was pretty good, especially the supply. The light operation mode is the pressure switch
close to the trigger and catch. You need two AA batteries for that. When you press the trigger back, it had contact between two metal points and turned on the red light on the front of the gun. A little light. He said it was operating up to 15 meters away. It was fine in the dark hall. It wasn't as effective in the light. I doubt this has any real use, but the extra laser
casing adds a more realistic effect to the gun. Open the gun. First, you need to remove the handle cover where the batteries go. Continue with everything that flies out, including springs small square washer at the bottom of the handle. The gun is simple when you get past the electronics, but they're not that complicated. It's all inters. You may want to leave
the light in; you may want to take it out. For now, I'm letting him in to shine in people's eyes, and that's when I'm bored. It also adds a little weight to the gun, which can affect your judgment. I was happy to see another hard spring and a well-smeared gun. And the bat and the barrel were weird. He smashed into quite a few pieces. But it's easy to put it back
together. You will notice that the plunger has a cap on this. Take it off and the end of the shaft can knock out your barrel. You may want to drill a big hole in the middle for a better air route, I believe the blaster is already appropriate. I let him in and looked at the next piece. It was a little spring and an emptied thing, some stupid air restriction, apparently. I did it.
You see this thing? When I did, I knew what to do. You should feel it's coming. Now let's just stick the barrel down. I used PETG, you can also use 9/16 Honeys for similair performance. PETG was lighter and I didn't have most of the tools with me, so I was limited to what I could do. Darts in stock fits well. I suggest you contact IronRhin for something. Either
way, a good four will be good. Paste it and apply glue. Epoxy would have done a lot better, but like I said, I didn't have most of the stuff. Put your new tube assembly and piston cover back on the gun. I would add more glue in between, because we will remove everything before then, which makes it fit nicely. Put it all back in, it's easy. PETG fits nicely, I've
added an electric tape for detention and protection. I also fit the orange thing at the end of the soda to hold it straight and hold it a little longer. It's a snug, but comfortable fits. Over there. Nite Finder, with a new sod. I have to fit on the rubber bands. At the moment it's an average of 52', which is impressive. I think the bands are going to add a few more
meters. I cut off these ammo holders so the blaster could fit into my pocket. It's a small blaster, much smaller than Tech Target. The ranges, again, are comparable to Lock'n'Load, and it feels good, it's incredibly cheap, and it has a light on it. I hope you like that gun. That's cool, but I don't think I'm going to use it myself, not just like that. I still can't turn off lnl. I
don't think it has range or power, but it's much more precise (without light), and the grip seems to be melting into your hands. They steal for the price and simplicity of fashion. Enjoy. ~Ragornocks en este mod será cubrir desmontaje de restrictor del aire y sustituir el muelle por uno más potente. Para este mod que usando mi buscador de noche de tamaño.
Tenga en cuenta que mods pueden romper el arma y hacerla inutilizable sólo proceder a la modificación de la pistola si están preparados para que su arma dejará de funcionar. Tengo modificadas casi todas mis armas (10 cañones) y ninguno se rompen por lo que es aceptable si usted sabe lo que su hacer. dans ce mod, is couvrirai air bride enlèvement et
remplacement du ressort avec un plus puissant. Pour ce mod is vais utiliser mon viseur de nuit réduit de taille. S'il vous plaît, sachez que les mods peuvent briser l'arme à feu et rendre inutilisable donc seulement procéder à la modification de l'arme à feu si vous êtes prêt pour votre pistolet d'arrêter de travailler. J'ai moddé presque toutes mes armes à feu
(10 + canons) et aucun n'est cassé, donc c'est ok si vous savez ce que vous faites. Posted 22 March 2004 - 08:57 AM I want to mod my Nite Finder but still use nerf micros. I was thinking about pulling out the air limiter. How many distances do this testicle be added if you do it to the gun? What would be the best barrel for this gun if you still want to use nerf
mcros? Basically I want to know the best way to mod Nite Finder and still use nerf mikros. That's what I wanted to know, but I didn't want to do a new one for it. Why is their distance difference when you change a barrel? I guess that's because you can make a bullet attack more suited to what air delivery of a weapon is. So if I'm right, finder Nite needs a
tighter fit of the ball so the pressure can build up more before it releases it. Is that correct? Edited by Jtsky, 22 March 2004 - 08:59 AM. Posted 22 March 2004 - 10:32 AM If you look around at some of the older threads, and in the mods section, you can find pleny of ideas and information for modding Nite Finders. I also recommend reading Raggy's article on
the changes that are on the front page. Next time, read older posts before you start the thread. Most barrel mods (Petg, Honey, CPVC) will allow you to still shoot darts stock, but the homeers work much better for any Nerf gun. The main reason why changing distance for a barrel is to fit around lightning determines the amount of pressure when it is fired.
Most stock barrels don't have a very tight fit around the lightning, so don't shoot, as far as brass barreled the gun. You like gladiator movies, Johnny? Posted 22 March 2004 - 02:00 PM For the Nite Finder, if you take all the screws out of the case, it will come open, and then you can remove the flow restrictor without needing to drill it. The set of barrels should
fall apart without too much trouble. Leave in a sliver, resting spring, giving a barrel and plunger and does not restrict the flow. On one of my 2 NF's, I drilled holes in that basket and left it solid on the other. Put the gun together the way it was. But without spring, the flow-limiting and the little thing. Both my NF shoot about 40 meters now, as opposed to 20-25
earlier. If you want to include a barrel that can shoot stock micros, I would suggest you take a micro in the hardware, go to the pipe section, and find whatever tube fits the darts head best. I'd suggest a four-an-barrel, but that's on you. Do not take a take with CXWQ, because admin has powers and will ban your burning little**. Techno-Dann from Seattle
Tactical Nerf Team Posted 22 March 2004 - 04:26 PM Techno, I did the mod you said and the thing shoots only about 2ft longer than before. But I feel like I'm going faster. I'm not sure if I've removed the right piece. I removed a small spring and an orange piece, which is a circle with three pieces sticking out of it. I'm sorry for the bad description. In terms of
volume measurements, do you use a stock market and darts? If so, is your only testicle on the guns the testicle you told me? Posted 22 March 2004 - 5:29 PM hey man, read Ragnarock's mod article. (You can do this by moving the mouse to the tab at the top of this site that says mods and clicking it.) Raggys is somewhere in the middle. I followed his
articles exactly only I used 5 inches of 9/16 honey barrel, Now I got about 65 meters with my Night Finder -FoX Posted 22 March 2004 – 06:55 PM I read ragnarocks article about 3 times. I'm looking for the right fashions for a stock market charge. If you read his article you can see that he does not use nerf mikros. I also tried to find a scale increase only to
remove the air restrictor (I could not find this information on this site or any other website). When you measured 65ft, did you use nerf micros or something else? Posted 22 March 2004 - 06:59 PM Use PVC and make your own mod, or gule the PVC to the punger tube you'll have to do some cutting to the case, but, it should fire STOCK micros and mega
stefans. Gamertag : CorpseoftheearQUOTE(substance abuse)No offense, but soldat must be the worst game ever made Ako could anyone know gosh. Posted 22 March 2004 - 07:08 PM this may seem strange, but I used Ragnarok's mod on my nitefinder and it works fine with stock bullets, it increases the volume, just not so much as if i switched to micro
stephans. ~ompa Posted 22 March 2004 - 07:34 PM I think I'll get some honey pipe with an internal diameter that's a little smaller than the internal diameter of the stock exchange. I'm going to glue this to the stock market to reduce the size of the barrel. If I have to, I can repeat it on my honeymoon by getting a piece of a small-diameter, smaller-diameter,
large-diameter, and sticking it into another honey barrel. I'd just like to repeat that until the stock bullets fit in to the tip that aren't pushed in (I want the bullets to be pushed in about the same way as a stock gun). What do you think of this fashion? Has it been done Posted 22 March 2004 - 07:40 PM I got 25 feet with the stock nerf micros thatcame with my NF,
you know the blackswith the orange tips Posted 22 March 2004 - 08:48 PM Techno, I did the mod you said and the thing shoots only about 2ft longer than before. But I feel like I'm going faster. I'm not sure if I've removed the right piece. I removed a small spring and an orange piece, which is a circle with three pieces sticking out of it. I'm sorry for the bad
description. In terms of volume measurements, do you use a stock market and darts? If so, is your only testicle on the guns the testicle you told me? You got the right part... Oh, yes... I also cut out the center of the post. I hope you can figure out how to do it if you don't, check Rag's mod for it. Besides, it was as described. yes, I used a stock market and darts.
Do not take a take with CXWQ, because admin has powers and will ban your burning little**. Techno-Dann from Seattle Tactical Nerf Team Posted 22 March 2004 - 10:51 PM Leave in the piece that the spring rests on, it alligns the barrel and bat and doesn't limit the flow. On one of my 2 NF's, I drilled holes in that basket and left it solid on the other. I don't
understand how this part doesn't restrict the flow. It covers 80% of the tunnel. Didn't you notice the difference in the gun you drilled it on? I think I'm going to drill a pretty big hole in this. This part seems very disturbed. The hole shouldn't have hurt her. I think i could make this piece breathe out more slowly. This could help in some situations and hurt in others.
Depends on the soda/dart fit. I cut out the middle of the fast and its pole, which they hold for the rest of the piece. Tommarow, I'm going to blow out the rest of the pole stuff and drill a hole in a piece on the cabin that spring rests on. I'm also thinking about adding a spacer to where the sping goes. I think it would have the same effect as stretching spring,
accepting not shortening the life of guns. Was it done efficiently then? I've never seen it done before. Are there also nerf micros that come with this gun the same size as nerf micros that come in a pack of supplements? Are all nerf micro balls (coming from different guns or extra packs) the same size? Posted 22 March 2004 - 11:06 PM Bro, instead of drilling
the whole through this thing, (you're right this DOES NOT restrict airflow) I just knoked that piece out, but epoxy delio with fasting, flat on the cliff tube Posted 22 March 2004 - 11:17 PM Bro, instead of blowing out the whole thing, ( okay is YES is restricting the flow of air) just to the taj part, but epoxy piece with fasting, right up to the airpner So you didn't
usually use it? Did you have a problem with spring? I think I'm just going to drill a hole. It's not that hard to do and will still leave spring to rest in the right place. March 23, 2004 - 01:11 Leave in a piece on which the spring rests, pouring the barrel and bat and does not restrict the flow. On one of my 2 NF's, I drilled holes in that basket and left it solid on the
other. I don't understand how this part doesn't restrict the flow. It covers 80% of the tunnel. Didn't you notice the difference in the gun you drilled it on? I think I'm going to drill a pretty big hole in this. This part seems very disturbed. The hole shouldn't have hurt her. I think i could make this piece breathe out more slowly. This could help in some situations and
hurt in others. Depends on the soda/dart fit. I don't know either... I do find it a little weird. I'm going to have to experiment a little more. A nice big hole shouldn't hurt anything. Micro darts have the same foam size, but the design of the head is different. Do not take a take with CXWQ, because admin has powers and will ban your burning little**. Techno-Dann
from Seattle Tactical Nerf Team Posted 23 March 2004 - 04:44 PM Ive drilled this hole at 2 of my nitenifers, the whole thing, so it's the biggest possible hole, and... It didn't help. TDING when Posted 23 March 2004 - 08:11 PM You got the right parts... Oh, yes... I also cut out the center of the post. I hope you can figure out how to do it if you don't, check Rag's
mod for it. Besides, it was as described. yes, I used a stock market and darts. I cut out the city center. I've decided not to drill a hole in the other piece. Now my gun doesn't work. Shoot about 1.5 meters. Does anyone know what's wrong? Edit - I found out the problem. The piece, rested by spring, was in the back. Simple correction. He shoots about 150 yards
away from my little brother's gun. Edited by Jtsky, 23 March 2004 - 9:00 PM. Posted 24 March 2004 - 09:04 AM In Ragornocks mod, after 12 pictures look at the third sentence. I'm sure you already know that the stock of micros works, but just to explain that stock darts fits surprisingly well in this PETG, which is probably IronRhino's. Posted 24 March 2004 -
09:42 AM If you use cpvc holds a little better than regular pvc. Then take the nap and sand on the inside of the soda. This makes stock micros glide in very easy and still create air leaking in the back of the chamber, plus you can still use home-made ammo as well as increase the versatility of guns in war. There are a few other fashions as well you can do to
fine-gon your nf, ie micro maglight it, trigger lazer point it, or my personal fav flash bang it. I'm also working on a one-hand loading and method to support the duel fight, but it's still in development from now on. Posted 24 March 2004 - 06:24 PM Oh do write a mod on trigger laser pointing it, also what is this flashbang mod you talk of , do tell i am intrigued
Posted 25 March 2004 - 03:45 PM I think I am going to get some brass tube diameter slightly smaller than the inner diameter of the partial soda. I'm going to glue this to the stock market to reduce the size of the barrel. If I have to, I can repeat it on my honeymoon by getting a piece of a small-diameter, smaller-diameter, large-diameter, and sticking it into
another honey barrel. I'd just like to repeat that until the stock bullets fit in to the tip that aren't pushed in (I want the bullets to be pushed in about the same way as a stock gun). What do you think of this fashion? Has it been done before? No one's thinking about this idea? Posted 26 March 2004 - 01:39 PM No... The darts are already quite tightened, so you
might want to find the size of the honey that suits them, and then just paste it in. Do not take a take with CXWQ, because admin has powers and will ban your burning little**. Techno-Dann from seattle tactical nerf team
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